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On the Generalization of Taylor and Bayliss n-bar
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Abstract—Taylor’s asymptotic analysis theory is used to design
the generalized Taylor and Bayliss patterns. Such a design
technique allows generating array factors with arbitrary sidelobe
level and envelope taper. For both the Taylor and Bayliss patterns,
array excitation is obtained by the Elliott’s pattern zero matching
technique. A few examples are provided to validate the presented
theory. Also, variation of different array characteristics with
respect to the sidelobe tapering is explained through graphical
data.

Index Terms—Array synthesis, optimum sum pattern, opti-
mum difference pattern, Chebyshev, Zolotarev, Taylor, Bayliss,
sidelobe taper.

I. INTRODUCTION

DOLPH-Chebyshev linear arrays [1] are ideal in the sense
that they provide the narrowest first null beamwidth

possible for a given sidelobe ratio (SLR). In a discussion [2],
Riblet noted that the formulation by Dolph is optimal only for
inter-element spacing d ≥ λ/2. For d < λ/2, Riblet provided
a modified formulation to achieve the optimal distribution for
odd numbered arrays only. In a recent paper [3], McNamara
broadened the Riblet’s formulation to even numbered arrays
with d < λ/2 by using the more general Zolotarev polyno-
mials. When it comes to the difference patterns, McNamara-
Zolotarev difference1 pattern [4] is optimum in the Dolph-
Chebyshev sense [5], [6]. It has the narrowest first null beam-
width and largest normalized difference slope on bore-sight
for a specified sidelobe level.

Even though all the sum and difference patterns mentioned
till now are ideal from the perspective of the SLR, these
distributions suffer from poor array taper efficiency (ATE) [7]
and edge brightening (undesirable upswing in the amplitude of
the excitations near the array edges). In addition, equal far-out
sidelobes tend to pickup undesired interference and clutter. In
order to overcome these limitations, a dilation technique can
be used, in which a sidelobe taper is introduced after the first
n̄ array factor zeros [8]–[10]. All these n̄ distributions are
continuous sources. An equivalent discrete distribution can
be obtained either by sampling the continuous distribution
or by using a different method proposed by Elliott [11].
In [12], [13], authors inherently used the Elliott’s method
to obtain discrete Taylor and Bayliss array analogues. The
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1Authors used the word difference in order to avoid confusion with another
distribution by the same author [3].

patterns corresponding to the continuous (or discrete) Taylor
and Bayliss distributions possess sidelobe taper of the order
1/kx, which corresponds to the special case2 of α = 0 [8]. If
a higher order sidelobe taper (i.e., 1/kα+1

x ) is required, then
the α values greater than 0 should be used as done by Rhodes
[14]. However, the Rhodes distribution is a continuous source.
The present authors have previously provided a formulation
for obtaining a discrete equivalent of the Rhodes distribution
[15]. In this paper, authors extend their technique to generalize
the discrete Bayliss distribution too. Also, authors would like
to point out that the array factor zeros used in this paper
are different from those used in [13], [16] by McNamara.
The reason for choosing different sets of array factor zeros
is explained in Section II from the view point of Taylor’s
asymptotic analysis. Finally, array excitation coefficients are
computed from the chosen array factor zeros by using the
Elliott’s technique [11].

II. SUMMARY OF THE TAYLOR’S ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

Due to the drawbacks of equal sidelobe distributions men-
tioned in Section I, a sidelobe taper is required in most of the
practical situations. In [8], Taylor provided a comprehensive
analysis regarding the effect of the array excitation edge
tapering on the pattern’s asymptotic behavior. For the sake
of continuity, Taylor’s theory is briefly reproduced here.

Let the line source shown as embedded in Fig. 1, which has
a total length 2a, have a distribution function A (x). Then the
array factor is given as

AF (kx) =

∫ a

−a
A (x) ejkxxdx. (1)

From the view point of asymptotic analysis, the degree of
abruptness with which the source distribution begins and ends
at x = ± a will be a matter of importance. Then suppose that{

A (x) ∼ K− (x+ a)
α

as x→ −a
A (x) ∼ K+ (a− x)

α
as x→ +a

. (2)

Thus if α = 0, A (x) assumes the fixed non-zero values K−

and K+ at the edges and the distribution is said to have a
pedestal. If α = 1, the distribution falls to zero linearly at
its ends (e.g., cosine distribution). All values of α greater
than -1 were considered. However, it should be noted that
for α values in the domain −1 < α < 0, the distribution
function will be non-uniformly-bounded (i.e., physically non

2For physically realizable continuous distributions, the parameter α can be
any real number greater than 0.
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Fig. 1. The distribution function embedded in the complex Ψ-plane. δ is
arbitrarily small but non-vanishing and τ → 0. Furthermore, it is assumed
that A (Ψ) is holomorphic in the race court shaded region.

realizable). Evidently, it is possible to write the distribution
function A (x) as

A (x) = B (x)
(
a2 − x2

)α
(3)

where B (x) does not vanish at x = ±a.
Now, let the variables x and kx be embedded in the complex

domains Ψ and Ω respectively, such that Ψ = x + jxI and
Ω = kx + jkxI. The functions A (x) and AF (kx) are then
profiled on the axes of reals of the functions A (Ψ) and
AF (Ω), respectively. Furthermore, it is assumed that B (Ψ)
is different from zero at Ψ = ±a and regular in the race-
track shaped region of Fig. 1. Then, asymptotic forms of
integrals along the deformed paths C1 and C3 (Fig. 1) are
given respectively as

I1 ∼ B (−a) (2a)
α Γ (α+ 1)

Ωα+1
e−jΩa+j

π(α+1)
2

I3 ∼ B (a) (2a)
α Γ (α+ 1)

Ωα+1
ejΩa−j

π(α+1)
2 (4)

as |Ω| → ∞. Also, it can be shown that for large |Ω|, |I2| will
always be negligible compared to |I1| or |I3| (I2 is integral
along the path C2).

In [8], Taylor chose B (Ψ) as an even function because he
was concerned primarily with the sum patterns. In order to
extend Taylor’s results to the difference patterns, the present
authors choose B (Ψ) as an odd function. So, by combining
I1 and I3, asymptotic forms of the integral (1) for both sum
(Σ) and difference (∆) patterns are as given below:

AFΣ ∼ 2B (a) (2a)
α Γ (α+ 1)

kα+1
x

cos

(
kxa−

π (α+ 1)

2

)
AF∆ ∼ j2B (a) (2a)

α Γ (α+ 1)

kα+1
x

sin

(
kxa−

π (α+ 1)

2

)
(5)

From (5), it can be intuitively perceived that the array factor
zeros tend to

kΣ
xn → ±

(
n+

α

2

) π
a

and

k∆
xn → ±

(
n+

α+ 1

2

)
π

a
, (6)

as n → ∞ for sum and difference3 patterns, respectively,

3For the difference patterns, the default array factor zero kx = 0 is not
included in (6).

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a linear array of M elements having an
interelement spacing of d.

where n = 1, 2, 3, · · · . A comprehensive proof for the above
equation was given in [8] as Theorem IV.

III. SYNTHESIS OF THE GENERALIZED DISCRETE TAYLOR
AND BAYLISS ARRAY DISTRIBUTIONS

Generalized discrete Taylor and Bayliss array distributions
were already addressed by McNamara in [16] and [13], re-
spectively. However, the array factor zeros used by McNamara
were different from those given by (6). The reasons for
choosing different sets of zeros compared to (6) were not
mentioned in those papers. Also, choosing such zeros will not
provide enough information regarding the array factor sidelobe
tapering rate. So, in this paper, authors provide a different
formulation for synthesizing the generalized discrete n̄ array
distributions.

A. Generalized Discrete Taylor Distribution
A symmetric linear array of M elements with uniform inter-

element spacing d as shown in Fig. 2 is considered. For the
time being, it is assumed that d ≥ 0.5λ. For a given sidelobe
ratio R, M − 1 array factor zeros of the Dolph-Chebyshev
array pattern are given as

kDC
xn = ±2

d
cos−1

[
1

c
cos

(2n− 1)π

2 (M − 1)

]
n = 1, 2, 3, · · · , ceil [(M − 2)/2] (7)

where c = cosh
(

cosh−1R
M−1

)
. These zeros will be referred to

as parent array factor zeros. Similarly, zeros given by (6) will
be named as generic array factor zeros [16].

In designing simple Taylor distribution, far end array factor
zeros (n ≥ n̄) are equated to those of the uniform array of M
elements [8]. In order to extend the original Taylor distribution
for higher order sidelobe tapering, the authors choose far end
zeros as (from (6))

kΣ
xn = ±

(
n+

α

2

) 2π

Md
n = n̄, n̄+ 1, ..., ceil [(M − 2)/2)] (8)

where α is a real number greater than 0. When α = 0, the
above zeros simply become the zeros of the uniform array.

So, after the dilation procedure, array factor zeros corre-
sponding to the generalized Taylor distribution are given as

k′xn =

{
σTkDC

xn , n ≤ n̄
kΣ
xn, n ≥ n̄

. (9)
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Fig. 3. Generalized discrete Taylor distributions with different α values.

Fig. 4. Array factors corresponding to the excitations shown in Fig. 3.

where dilation factor σT is defined as

σT =
kΣ
xn̄

kDC
xn̄

. (10)

In comparison, the array factor zeros chosen by McNamara
are [4]:

k′′xn =

{
σMTkDC

xn , n ≤ n̄
kDC
xn + (ν + 1)

(
2nπ
Nd − k

DC
xn

)
, n ≥ n̄

(11)

where, dilation factor σMT is defined as

σMT =
k′′xn̄
kDC
xn̄

. (12)

From (11), it is evident that for n ≥ n̄ the array factor zeros
k′′xn depend upon the Dolph-Chebyshev zeros kDC

xn , which is
not the case with the formulation (9). When ν = −1, the
modified zeros k′′xn reduce to the Dolph-Chebyshev zeros kDC

xn .
On the other hand, when ν = 0, k′′xn are equal to those of the
simple Taylor distribution. When ν > 0, the sidelobe tapering
is more rapid than 1/kx. But, the exact amount of tapering
cannot be estimated from the formulation (11). This is not
a problem with the formulation (9) because of the readily
available asymptotic relation between α and AF (5). From
(5), it is understood that the sidelobe tapering is of the order

Fig. 5. Representation of a 9th order Zolotarev polynomial and it’s zeros.

(1/kx)
α+1. For d < 0.5λ, the same dilation technique but with

the McNamara sum pattern zeros as the parent zeros should
be used [3].

B. Generalized Discrete Bayliss Distribution

The Bayliss array distribution is the difference pattern
counterpart of the Taylor distribution [10]. But, Bayliss was
not aware of the existence of the optimum difference pattern.
So, he started with a polynomial which was obtained by
taking the derivative of the optimum sum pattern. Then an
iterative procedure was used to make all the sidelobes equal.
Later, McNamara devised a technique to obtain the optimum
difference patterns using the Zolotarev polynomials [4]. The
same author also provided a method to synthesize discrete
Bayliss distributions [13]. However, for higher order tapering,
the array factor zeros used by McNamara do not coincide with
those given by (6). So, a different formulation is provided here
to obtain the generalized discrete Bayliss distribution.

Since the Zolotarev polynomials are less familiar compared
to the Chebyshev polynomials, a simple graph is provided
with relevant parametric equations (Fig. 5). For a complete
treatment, refer [4], [6]. K(m) is the complete elliptic integral
of the first kind, to the parameter m. H(ϑ,m) is the Jacobi
eta function. The sn(ϑ,m), cn(ϑ,m) and dn(ϑ,m) are the
Jacobi elliptic functions, while zn(ϑ,m) is the Jacobi zeta
function [17]. Open source routines for implementing these
functions using arbitrary-precision floating-point arithmetic
are available, e.g., [18].

Similar to the Dolph-Chebyshev array, array factor of the
McNamara-Zolotarev difference pattern array is given in terms
of the (M − 1)th order Zolotarev polynomial as [4]

AF (kx) = ZM−1

[
c sin

(
kxd

2

)
,m

]
(13)

where {
c = csc

(
k0d
2

)
, if d ≤ λ/2

c = 1 , if d ≥ λ/2 . (14)

The parameter m is decided by the amount of SLR required.
For the computational aspects, refer to the Appendix of [4].
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Fig. 6. Generalized discrete Bayliss distributions with different α values.

Fig. 7. Array factors corresponding to the excitations shown in Fig. 6.

From the above formulation and Fig. 5, array factor zeros are
given as

kMZd
xn = ±2

d
sin−1

(xn
c

)
(15)

where n = 1, 2, 3, ..., ceil [(M − 2)/2)].
Analogous to the Taylor distribution, to obtain the general-

ized Bayliss distribution, far end zeros are replaced by (again,
from (6))

k∆
xn = ±

(
n+

α+ 1

2

)
2π

Md

n = n̄, n̄+ 1, ..., ceil [(M − 2)/2)]. (16)

When α = 0, the above zeros approach the zeros of the
maximum slope difference pattern (which corresponds to the
linear odd array excitation) as n→∞.

So, after the dilation procedure, array factor zeros corre-
sponding to the generalized Bayliss distribution are given as

k′xn =

{
σBkMZd

xn , n ≤ n̄
k∆
xn, n ≥ n̄

. (17)

where dilation factor σB is defined as

σB =
k∆
xn̄

kMZd
xn̄

. (18)

In comparison, the array factor zeros chosen by McNamara
are [13]:

k′′xn =

{
σMBkMZd

xn , n ≤ n̄
kMZd
xn + ν

(
kmsd
xn − kMZd

xn

)
, n ≥ n̄

(19)

where, dilation factor σMB is defined as

σMB =
k′′xn̄
kMZd
xn̄

. (20)

In (19), kmsd
xn represents the zeros of the maximum slope

difference pattern.
Both Taylor and Bayliss distributions for different α values

are plotted in Fig. 3 and 6, respectively. As can be seen,
for all α values, the array excitation does not change much
in the central region. However, the array excitation changes
considerably at the edges by varying the α. When α = 0,
which is the case for the simple Taylor and Bayliss patterns,
array excitation terminates abruptly in a pedestal at its edges.
For all other α values, the array excitation drops to zero at
the edges. The decreasing rate of the array excitation at the
edges is a function of α which can be observed from Fig. 3
and 6. Also, array factors corresponding to Fig. 3 and 6 are
plotted in Fig. 4 and 7, respectively. From these figures, it can
be seen that all the sidelobes closer to θ = 0 are almost at the
same level. But, the tapering rate of the far end sidelobes (i.e.,
after n̄ zeros) corresponding to each α value is significantly
different from those of others. Also, the authors would like to
note that the far end sidelobes corresponding to α < 0 actually
increase with the θ value, as expected from (5).

IV. EFFECT OF THE SIDELOBE TAPERING ON VARIOUS
ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS

Various characteristics of the n̄ array distributions are ex-
amined in this section. Also, comparison of the n̄ array dis-
tributions with respect to their ideal counterparts is included.
These charts are helpful when there is a need for trade-off
among different array performance criteria.

The ATE versus SLR for arrays with different α values
are plotted in Fig. 8. The ATE initially increases, reaches a
peak and monotonically decreases with the SLR. Also, it is
observed that the ATE peaks shift to the left side as the α
value increases. This is because for smaller SLR, the power
in the main-lobe increases rapidly with the α value which
in turn increases the ATE. However, as the SLR increases
the power in the main-lobe saturates and beamwidth starts
controlling the ATE [7]. So, for larger SLR values, all arrays
exhibit approximately equal efficiency. As a matter of fact, the
Dolph-Chebyshev array performs slightly better than the other
arrays due to its smaller beamwidth.

In Fig. 9, ATE versus n̄ is shown for different α values.
When n̄ = 1, all the arrays attain their maximum ATE
values. The ATE initially decreases, reaches a minimum and
eventually saturates to the ATE of the corresponding Dolph-
Chebyshev array. Next, beam broadening with respect to the
SLR and n̄ can be observed in Fig. 10 and 11. Similar
explanations can be provided for all the other Bayliss pattern
related diagrams (Fig. 12–15).
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Fig. 8. ATE versus SLR for Taylor array distributions.

Fig. 9. ATE versus n̄ for Taylor array distributions.

Before concluding this section, the definition of the bore-
sight slope K ′array used for plotting Fig. 12 and 13 is provided.
If the squinted complex gain pattern is defined as [7]

Garray (kx) = Ge (kx)

∑M
m=1 {Am exp [j (kx − kscan

x )xm]}√∑M
m=1 |Am|

2

(21)
then the boresight slope of the gain pattern is given as [19]

Karray =
∂

∂kx
(Garray)

∣∣∣∣
kx=kscanx

≈ Ge (kscan
x )

∑M
m=1 (jAmxm)√∑M

m=1 |Am|
2

 . (22)

In deriving the above equation it is assumed that the variation
of the element gain pattern (Ge(kx)) with respect to the kx is
negligible. This approximation is indeed acceptable as long as
the boresight direction is close to the broadside direction. For
the exact definitions of Am and Ge(kx), refer to [7]. From
(22), it is evident that the effect of the array coefficients on
the slope is solely determined by the term inside the square
brackets. So, the parameter K ′array which is used to plot the

Fig. 10. Beamwidth versus SLR for Taylor array distributions.

Fig. 11. Beamwidth versus n̄ for Taylor array distributions.

diagrams is defined as

K ′array =

∣∣∣∑M
m=1 (Amxm)

∣∣∣√∑M
m=1 |Am|

2
. (23)

Also, it can be observed that K ′array is independent of the
scan direction. The effect of the scan direction is entirely
incorporated into the term Ge (kscan

x ) of (22).

V. CONCLUSION

Theory related to the design of the generalized Taylor
and Bayliss patterns has been presented. With this design
technique, one can achieve arbitrary sidelobe level and en-
velope taper. Even though [16] and [13] dealt generalization
of the n-bar patterns, the theory presented in those papers
does not comply with the Taylor’s asymptotic analysis. The
theory presented in this paper is exact and eliminates this
drawback. In addition, this theory eliminates the necessity
of Bayliss’ cumbersome (but not accurate enough) coefficient
and parameter tables [10]. Also, various comparison charts
are presented which are important when it comes to trade-off
among different array characteristics.
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Fig. 12. Boresight slope versus SLR for Bayliss array distributions.

Fig. 13. Boresight slope versus n̄ for Bayliss array distributions.
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